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Environmental Risk Management
Two key concepts are employed by most lenders

in this process:
(1) Due Diligence Investigation Due diligence

means gathering the necessary and sufficient
information so that a well informed decision can be
made. As applied to environmental risks, it means
the lender takes the appropriate steps to:

C identify actual or potential environmental
problems on the borrower's property or in the
borrower's business;

C evaluate the nature and severity of the problem;
and

C appropriately address the problems in the credit
analysis and loan structuring process.

The due diligence investigation is the means by
which the lender gathers information, makes a credit
decision and structures the lending transaction.

The investigation may serve as the basis for the
innocent landowner defense in the event of title
transfer. It is also an integral part of the risk
classification process.

Due diligence is an incremental process.
However, knowledge of the presence of hazardous
substances which has been obtained as a result of
due diligence investigation does not necessarily
preclude the ability of a lender to invoke the security
interest exemption under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA).

Thus, as an investigation uncovers potential
hazards, additional investigation may be required to
document the existence or absence of an actual
hazard. This investigative duty is imposed by Law.

(2) Risk Classification—Definition It is im-
portant for the lender to understand that almost any
industrial business presents an environmental risk.
Even if chemicals are not manufactured or used in
the production cycle, solvents, cleaners and paints
may have been used to maintain the facilities, as-
bestos may have been used for insulation, and large
quantities of toxic wastes and used lubricants may
have been disposed.

Many experts also consider any type of agricul-
tural property to be at risk environmentally. The use
of chemical fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides,
petroleum products, and the presence of animal
waste on the farm contribute to the high potential
for environmental problems on many farm prop-
erties.

Certain agricultural activities pose greater risk
than others. In addition, differing soil types, ground-
water characteristics and other geological char-
acteristics mean that similar activities on different
properties may have widely differing levels of risk.

Identifying the environmental risk potential of an
individual property is part of the overall credit
analysis.

Classifying the Property Information gathered
during the due diligence investigation will be used to
classify a property according to the relative risk of
environmental problems that may exist on the
property. The appropriate environmental risk
management practices to be used when structuring
the lending transaction can be determined according
to the classification.

The following provides some general
characteristics of low, medium and high risk
properties.
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Low Risk Property:
Present and historical agricultural or residential

uses only; and
C an apparent absence of environmental hazards

and facilities which might create environmental
hazards; and

C a responsible attitude of the borrower toward
environmental regulations.

Examples: Residential properties or agricultural
properties without apparent hazards.

Medium Risk Property:
Present and historical agricultural, residential or

industrial uses, where
C potential hazardous facilities are present, but

well maintained and tested;
C visual inspection reveals no apparent

environmental releases;
C hazardous materials are handled in a responsible

manner with proper permits, licenses, and
safeguards; and

C there is no record of noticing by environmental
enforcement agencies, or satisfactory corrective
actions have been taken to remedy problems.
For properties with discontinued industrial uses,

investigation has identified the specific industry as
one that does not normally involve the manufacture
or use of hazardous materials and no apparent
release is noted upon visual inspection. However,
any former industrial site whose former practices
cannot be documented with a high degree of
specificity should possibly be treated as a high risk.

Examples: Well maintained, properly permitted
properties where inspection reveals no apparent
environmental releases. Could include the following:
C Shop or equipment maintenance facility
C Processing, mixing or packaging facility
C Dairy
C Confined livestock
C Poultry
C Laboratory, research, or veterinary facilities
C Aboveground or underground storage tanks
C Sewage or waste water treatment facility

C Irrigation equipment or tile drainage
C Well, cistern, or developed spring
C Commercial or large scale pesticide application

operation
C Incinerator or industrial driers (other than grain

drying)
C Bulk solid or liquid (including fuel) loading or

transfer facility
C Natural or man-made pond, lake, lagoon, river,

stream, swamp, wetland, reservoir,
impoundment

C Pesticide application equipment and chemical
inventory

C Mining (sand, gravel, clay, borrow, etc.) or oil
and gas development

C Trash dumps, pits, old barrels, junk cars
C Landing strip
C Industrial/manufacturing facility
C Sewage sludge application

High Risk Property:
Present and historical agricultural or industrial

uses where there is
C evidence of improper, unlawful, or irresponsible

management of environmentally sensitive
materials, facilities or practices; or

C visible signs of hazardous substance releases;
C a casual attitude on the part of the borrower or

operator regarding handling, storage, use, or
disposal of hazardous substances; or

C current or chronic notice by environmental
enforcement agencies; or

C listing on, or effect from a site listed on federal
or state priority list.
For properties with discontinued industrial uses,

investigation has identified the specific industry as
one that would have been expected to manufacture
or use hazardous materials, or evidence of possible
release is noted upon visual inspection.

Examples: Any medium risk property (above)
where there is evidence or suspicion of
environmental abuse or carelessness.
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Environmental Assessment & Audit
The procedures used to perform the due

diligence investigation and risk classification may
vary from bank to bank.

Environmental Assessment This is the initial
review of a property or business for the purpose of
determining the elements of environmental risk. The
assessment can be done by the lender or an
environmental professional. The information
reviewed in an assessment will be similar to that
required to complete a Phase I audit (see below). It
will provide sufficient information to allow for an
environmental risk classification of the property or
business and enable the lender to recommend further
action.

Environmental Audit An environmental audit
is conducted by an environmental professional.
There are three levels of audit.

A Phase I Audit will include research into the
past and present use of a property or business;
research into compliance or violation of
environmental statutes and regulations; a site
inspection to discover or verify the existence of
potential hazards and make recommendations for
further investigation as appropriate.

A Phase II Audit would be conducted in addition
to a Phase I audit. The scope of a Phase II audit is to
be based upon the Phase I recommendation and
could include well testing, soil sampling, and analysis
of waste products stored on the site. The Phase II
audit can be used to develop preliminary estimates of
the need for and cost of remediation.

In a Phase III Audit, the consulting firm prepares
a remediation program that includes construction
documents. These documents detail the scope of
work and are the basis for contracting out the
cleanup. They also specify the regulatory agencies to
contact and the permits to obtain. In addition, these
documents will estimate the cost of the work and the
time involved in completing it, including the time
required to obtain the necessary permits. The audit
firm's role in the inspection and supervision of the
process will also be discussed.

The current policy of Farm Credit of North
Florida, ACA places the responsibility of the
environmental assessment on the account officer and
appraiser as outlined below.

The Account Officer will:
C inform the borrower that the lender has

established certain criteria and practices dealing
with environmental risk;

C have borrower complete the Environmental
Hazards Assessment, form ENV-1 (Exhibit
"A");

C become sufficiently familiar with the borrower's
business in order to be aware of the use of
hazardous materials in his operation;

C notify the appraiser of any environmental hazard
known or suspected to exist, or disclosed by the
borrower or any other source on real property
offered as security;

C ensure that environmental risks are considered as
part of the credit analysis;

C determine the level of environmental risk
analysis required in connection with a loan.

Low Risk Operation:
C Document the apparent absence of potential

hazards and hazardous facilities
C Verify proper registration as licensed chemical

applicator under state requirements if applicable.

Medium Risk Operation:
C Consider requiring borrower to hire outside

experts to conduct an environmental audit and to
assist with cost and risk estimates.

C Document existence and condition of well
managed and maintained facilities, structures,
and practices for handling hazardous materials.

C Document compliance with any environmental
statutes and regulations.

C Request copies of environmental tests done by
the borrower.

C Consider the possibilities that future remediation
or cleanup may be required and evaluate any
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impact those cleanup costs might have on the
borrower's debt repayment capacity.

C Consider the advantages and disadvantages of
correcting any actual or potential problems
immediately.

High Risk Operation:
C Require the borrower to employ outside experts

to conduct an environmental audit and to assist
with cost and risk estimates as appropriate.

C Evaluate the existence of and/or potential for
hazardous waste releases.

C Estimate potential remediation or cleanup costs.
C Evaluate the impact of remediation or cleanup

costs on the borrower's debt servicing capacity.
C Include borrower testing, remediation or cleanup

covenants as needed in the borrower's loan
agreement.

C Include appropriate environmental
representations, warranties, covenants, and
indemnifications in the loan documents.

The Appraiser will:
(1)  Upon instruction from the account officer,

 review and verify the Environmental Hazards
Assessment, form ENV-1, by conducting a site
inspection.

(2)  Complete the Appraiser's Environmental
Supplement, form ENV-2 (Exhibit "B") to document
(recognizing that the appraiser is not an expert on
hazardous waste contamination) the existence of
hazards discovered or disclosed and the presence
and condition of potentially hazardous structures,
facilities, and practices which are observed during
the routine appraisal process.

If, through investigation, suspected
environmental hazards are discovered, the appraiser
will immediately notify the credit officer responsible
for the loan.

Conclusion
Environmental risk management is an important

element in the analysis of a loan. Environmental
problems can impact a borrower's repayment ability
as well as collateral values. Our experience has been
that cattlemen tend to be good stewards of the land
and they are sincere about the preservation of the
land and environment around them.
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